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ABSTRACT
G-quadruplex secondary structures, which play a
structural role in repetitive DNA such as telomeres,
may also play a functional role at other genomic
locations as targetable regulatory elements which
control gene expression. The recent interest in
application of quadruplexes in biological systems
prompted us to develop a tool for the identifica-
tion and analysis of quadruplex-forming nucleotide
sequences especially in the RNA. Here we present
Quadfinder, an online server for prediction and
bioinformatics of uni-molecular quadruplex-forming
nucleotide sequences. The server is designed to be
user-friendly and needs minimal intervention by the
user, while providing flexibility of defining the vari-
ants of the motif. The server is freely available at
URL http://miracle.igib.res.in/quadfinder/.
INTRODUCTION
Quadruplexes are higher order secondary structures formed
by G-rich nucleic acid stretches in the presence of mono-
valent cations by Hoogstein hydrogen bonding (1). Quad-
ruplex motifs have been known to occur in telomeres and
repetitive DNA elements (2). They have gained importance
in the light of discoveries unraveling their biological roles,
especially as regulatory elements (3,4) and as a novel drug
target against a number of pathological conditions ranging
from carcinogenesis (3,5,6) to viral infections (7). Recent
evidence (4) suggests that G-quadruplexes have regulatory
roles in prokaryotes. The demonstration of a functional quad-
ruplex in the promoter region of c-myc oncogene has illus-
trated the potential therapeutic importance of such structures.
The double-stranded nature of DNA implies that quad-
ruplexes formed by G-rich strand must exist in competi-
tion with the normal double-stranded Watson–Crick paired
duplex. However, RNA being single-stranded, is unaffected
by such competition and therefore functional role for
G-quadruplexes hold more promise at the RNA level. These
motifs have already been implicated in a variety of biological
processes at RNA level like translation initiation (8), repres-
sion (9) and are thought to play an important role in patho-
physiological processes like Fragile X mental retardation by
virtue of interaction with FMRP (10). Moreover recent evid-
ence implicates G-quadruplexes in tissue speciﬁc alternative
splicing events (11).
The full spectrum of diverse biological roles of
quadruplex-forming sequences is slowly being unraveled
with the identiﬁcation of proteins and ligands (12) which
recognize quadruplex motifs as well as factors which inﬂu-
ence the equilibrium (13) of quadruplex motifs.
Apart from their diverse biological roles, quadruplex-
forming aptamers have been used recently for designing mole-
cular sensors (14), synthetic ion-channels (15) and molecular
motors (16). Clearly, the applications of quadruplex-forming
sequences are still emerging.
The study of the wide spectrum of functions and processes
which involve quadruplexes will beneﬁt from the availability
of a tool which predicts quadruplex-forming DNA/RNA
sequences. Though a couple of papers have appeared recently
on genome-wide analyses of quadruplex-forming sequences
encoded by the human genome (17,18), to the best of our
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst server available for prediction
and analysis of quadruplex motifs.
WEB APPLICATION
Quadruplex-forming motif
We employ a consensus (17,18) uni-molecular G-quadruplex
sequence motif of the form GxNy1GxNy2GxNy3Gx‚where x
denotes the G-stretch and y1, y2 and y3 denote the loop
lengths. We search for all possible motifs, including overlap-
ping ones by brute force. The algorithm runs for user-deﬁned
variables and there is no restriction to the sequence length or
the variables.
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The server is implemented in CGI/Perl and runs on Apache
HTTP server version 2.0. The server interface is designed
to be user-friendly and takes minimum user inputs
(Figure 1). The inputs include the nucleotide sequence to
query and the maximum and minimum lengths of the
G-stretches and the loop lengths. Though earlier attempts at
genome-wide search of G-quadruplex motifs have restrained
the loop lengths citing computational complexities (18), we
have implemented a more ﬂexible search option whereby
the user has the convenience to set the parameters, even
Figure 1. Input options for Quadfinder. The user is asked to input the nucleotide sequences along with the minimum and maximum values of G-stretches and
loop lengths.
Figure 2. Output display of Quadfinder. This page displays the positive hits along with options to further analyze the motif. The user also has the convenience to
download the result files.
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where x denotes the G-stretch and y denotes the loop lengths.
The server displays the hits both in tabular form and with
a diagrammatic representation mapping hits back into the
sequence. The user also has an option to download the pre-
dictions at a later point of time through unique submission
IDs. In addition to providing information on potential
quadruplex-forming motifs, important information on the
nucleotide sequence features like di-nucleotide frequencies
are also provided (Figure 2). The user also has the conveni-
ence to search for homologous sequences using the BLAST
interface.
In the near future, the server will be highly interconnected
to other biological databases providing the user the ﬂexibility
of using gene identiﬁers instead of sequences as input. We
also plan to provide pre-computed datasets for eukaryotic
genomes, which would make it a comprehensive suite for
the computational analysis of quadruplex motifs.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Quadﬁnder is a tool for search and analysis of quadruplex-
forming motifs in nucleotide sequences. The tool enables
users to discover G-quadruplex motifs in any sequence of
interest. The server is designed to be user-friendly so that
researchers with minimal computational skills can use it.
The diagrammatic representations of results facilitate better
understanding of the spatial orientation of the motifs with
respect to the input sequence. Moreover, the scoring of
quadruplex motifs enables to prioritize motifs for further
experimental studies. In addition, the user has an option
to retrieve the results of an earlier analysis at a later point of
time making it a unique analysis suite for quadruplex motifs.
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